Allen Dulles, William Buckley, and the Nazi International

by Scott Thompson

Over the last two years a global reorganization of the fascist Malmö International has occurred, pulling out of the woodwork the postwar remnants of the secret police and intelligence services of the defeated Axis powers, especially the Nazis who regrouped in networks like Odessa, HIA, and Die Spinn (“The Spider”). Together with their heirs, these old Nazis are being used to assist in preparation for a wave of regional destabilizations by separatist armies and for political assassinations by both left- and right-wing terrorist groups.

Marching orders for this reactivation of the Malmö International have been issued by the same Anglo-Swiss-Venetian oligarchy which imposed fascist regimes upon Europe in the 1920s and 1930s, and protected the relocation of thousands of leading Nazis and their quisling allies to “safe havens” after World War II. Daily coordination of this fascist international is carried out through monarchical cults like the Knights of Malta, whose many branches unite the oligarchy; through the British Secret Intelligence Service and its factional allies in other nations; through an interlocking network of banks, corporations, and law firms, many of which helped fund Hitler and Mussolini; and through such affiliates of the Malmö International as the European Center for Documentation (EDCI), Pan-Europa Union, Euro-Droit, and the World Anti-Communist League.

In the United States, it is the political faction represented by Undersecretary of State for Security Assistance James Buckley and National Review publisher William F. Buckley, together with some members of such groups as the East Side Conservative Club and Gotham Club, which functions today as the principal controllers of Malmö International terrorism. The Buckleys have inherited this role from the Dulles family; John Foster and Allen Dulles used their respective positions as Secretary of State and Director of Central Intelligence to incorporate elements of the Malmö International into U.S. cold-war operations ranging from the 1956 “Operation Splinter Factor” destabilization of Eastern Europe to the 1963 Bay of Pigs invasion fiasco. They also drew upon lifelong ties to the financial interests that put Hitler in power and upon Allen Dulles’s fellow Office of Strategic Services veterans to mount major private intelligence operations using the Malmö International. On the U.S. end this private channel includes members of such law firms as Sullivan & Cromwell, Coudert Brothers, and Corcoran, Foley, Youngman & Rowe, as well as the United Brands Company.

The Malmö International regroups

As part of the regroupment a new centralized command for the Nazis has been created with European headquarters in Geneva, Zürich, and Liechtenstein, and Latin American headquarters in Caracas, Venezuela; Montevideo, Uruguay; and Guadalajara, Mexico. A move is now underway to bring the Nazis and their allies into the United States in the near future.

One of the premier banks still used to launder funds to branches of the Malmö International is the Lombard Odier bank of Lausanne, on whose board sit two relatives of George Oltremare, the head of the fascist National Union Party of Switzerland. Another major funding conduit is the Banque de Liechtenstein-Vaduz, which is also used by Perminext, the center for “Murder, Inc.” networks combining former Nazis and Jewish gangsters under British SIS control that carried out the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and over 30 unsuccessful attempts to assassinate President Charles de Gaulle. Ironically, this is also the bank led by the Israeli gangster-terrorist Samuel Flatto-Sharon, who
has formed hit teams with a section of the Mossad affiliated with Rafi Eytan in the name of fighting fascism.

Several arms companies and other firms have been created to provide logistics for the Malmö International. After the British intervened to secure his release at Nuremberg, SS Col. Otto “Scarface” Skorzeny, Hitler’s “favorite commando” and the son-in-law of Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht, set up an export-import firm called Adsap in Madrid and another named World Armeo in Paris. These supplied the five divisions Skorzeny boasted he could raise for special operations. Otrag is another firm that is suspected of supplying arms to elements of the Malmö International. As part of the recent regroupment, Otrag relocated its center of operations from Libya to Pakistan.

In almost every area of the world, the Malmö International and its affiliates are actively a part of destabilizations and terrorism. Increasingly since May 1968 and the implementation of NATO’s “strategy of tension,” the fascists can be found as behind-the-scenes controllers of left-wing terrorism.

A few examples of this global activation include:

**In the Balkans**, Lord Nicholas Bethell is currently overseeing a Balkan destabilization that includes playing off Serbo-Croatian hostilities in Yugoslavia and pitting Yugoslavia against Albania. In order to play the Balkan Card, Bethell has drawn upon networks established by British SIS officer Fitzroy MacLean, who established contact with all the major fascist parties, their monarchist supporters, and their underground opponents during World War II.

Among these are the Croatian Ustashi, the dreaded secret police of the Nazi puppet “Independent State of Croatia,” whose “skull-crusher” units brutally murdered 200,000 Serbs, Gypsies, and Jews. Under the umbrella Croatian National Council headed by Mirko Vidovic of Lyons, France, the Ustashi have been linked to terrorism by the rightwing Otpor and by a leftwing Croatian National Liberation Front that is believed to have ties to the Red Army Fraction in Germany.

A parallel Albanian fascist group known as the Bali Kombetar is headed by a former premier of Albania Fan Noli. The Bali Kombetar has been agitating for the annexation of the Yugoslav province of Kosovo by Albania. The group is believed to have ties to the Red Flag, a leftwing terrorist group based in Germany which has carried out several assassinations of Albanian exiles.

**In the Middle East**, the Lebanese Falange has long served as a vehicle of the British and the warhawk faction of Israel to keep the region unstable. The Falange was spawned by members of British intelligence’s Arab Bureau in 1936 and consolidated by agents of the Abwehr’s Brandenburg Division during World War II. Pierre Gemayel, the founder and current head of the Falange, traveled to Germany in 1936 to attend the infamous Nazi Party Congress in Nuremberg. The congress was also attended by other Arab fascist groups under the ideological sway of the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, including the “Green Shirts” and Muslim Brotherhood, who are the Falange’s behind-the-scenes allies.

**In Mexico and Central America**, the Lebanese Falange and allied networks in the Antiochian Church run much of the left-wing terrorism. One of the key figures in this is Archbishop Antonio Chedrawi, head of the Antiochian Church in the region, who is also an agent of influence for British SIS and the KGB. Chedrawi works with the Abumbrad brothers, who made their fortune in cocaine trafficking and act as a financial conduit to the 23rd de Septiembre terrorists in Mexico. One of the brothers, Marwan, also works with the PLO training camp in Puerto Cabeza, Nicaragua which was massively expanded after a $100 million Libyan-Nicar-
aguan friendship deal was signed. Caracas, Venezuela serves as a center for Lebanese Falange funding of both left- and right-wing terrorism in the region.

These left-wing groups are pitted in gang-counter-gang warfare with the fascist death squads that are one of the principal reasons why the horrible warfare in Central America is rapidly becoming uncontrollable. Among the major death squads are Mano Blanca ("White Hand") in Guatemala whose head, Sandoval Alarcón, is a member of the World Anti-Communist League (WACL) and a presidential candidate in Guatemala's recent election. Another major group is the Alianza Anti-Cumunista Argentina ("Triple A") death squad in Argentina. The creator of the Triple A was José López Rega, the astrologer and principal adviser to Argentine dictator Juan Domingo Perón and the controller of Perón's widow, Isabel Martinez de Parón, herself President of Argentina from 1975 to 1976. López Rega, a member of the Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge, was on intimate terms with P-2's founder, the former OVRA (Mussolini secret police) member Licio Gelli. During Perón's exile in Spain in the 1960s, López Rega also became an intimate of the fascist circles around Otto Skorzeny. It was through his connection that members of the French Connection heroin route were put in contact with the Triple A.

In Corsica and the Basque region of Spain, major separatist armies also exist. The Corsican Franc-tireurs et Partisans, a terrorist unit of the Corsican separatist army that maintains close ties with its Mafia-dominated counterpart in Sicily, took part in an April 1981 attempt to assassinate President Giscard d'Estaing on the eve of the elections of France. They were assisted by remnants of the Organisation Armée Sécèrète (OAS) formed by Vichyite officers in exile in Spain with the assistance of Skorzeny and Reinhard Gehlen, the former head of Abwehr intelligence on the Eastern Front, who was picked up after the war by Allen Dulles.

The Basque separatists, including their two armies ETA-Militar and ETA-Politico-Militar, are expected to be far more active in the near future. Over 10,000 people packed a stadium in San Sebastian last month which masked members of the avowedly terrorist ETA-M burned the Spanish flag. Founded by Jesuits associated with the Basque National Party (see EIR, Jan. 12 and Jan. 19, 1982,) the ETA has recently established ties with the fascist "Grey Wolves" of Turkey who provided protection for Mehmet Ali Agca on his journey to attempt an assassination of Pope John Paul II.

**Allen Dulles and 'Operation Land of Fire'**

The Dulles brothers had been an integral part of the operation that put Hitler in power in Germany to serve as a marcher lord for a drive east into the Soviet Union. John Foster Dulles, accompanied by his brother Allen, was one of the principal agents for Jean Monnet, Bernard Baruch, and Thomas Lamont of the Morgan banking family, who imposed a crippling debt reparation upon the German economy after World War I that opened the door for fascism.

During the 1920s and 1930s both Dulles brothers played major roles in the "Rearming of Germany by Night." One of the principal entrees to Germany was through the law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, whose German representative, Dr. Gerhardt Alois Westrick, was simultaneously a financial agent for Hitler and an Abwehr spymaster in the United States. Through Sullivan & Cromwell the Dulles brothers stood at the center of financial and political deals joining such firms as the Standard Oil Company with I.G. Farbenindustrie, one of the principal beneficiaries of Schacht's slave labor program.

It was as a result of these connections that John Foster Dulles was chosen to take part in the Dawes Plan loan renegotiations that allowed Schacht to fuel the blitzkrieg economy. During one trip to Germany in the late 1920s, Dulles not only took part in extensive discussions with Schacht, but also held a private meeting with Hitler. Allen Dulles was also a director of the J. Henry Schröder bank, whose German chairman, SS General Baron Kurt von Schröder, was one of the main assistants to Schacht in organizing the fund that financed Hitler's 1933 rise to power. Allen Dulles remained on the board of the Schröder Bank until 1944, well after he had taken his post as chief of the OSS in Switzerland.

In Switzerland, Dulles used these private channels to enter into negotiation with every section of the military, intelligence, and party apparats in Germany, Italy, Austria, and the Balkans. It was Dulles who as part of the joint operation with the British SOE blew the "generals' plot" to assassinate Hitler, simultaneously turning over several thousand names of Humboldt-trained Prussian aristocrats who were part of the coup plot. When the back of the German war machine was broken at Stalingrad, it was only natural that leading members of the SS and Abwehr turn to Dulles to help execute "Operation Land of Fire"—a plan to transfer a large part of the Third Reich's funds to havens abroad, where trusted personnel would use these assets to constitute a fascist international for joint postwar operations. "Operation Sunrise," the surrender of SS Gen. Kurt Wolff and his Nazi units in Italy, was one of the more publicized parts of this scheme.

The scope of "Operation Land of Fire" was staggering. Over $500 million in gold was shipped via South Africa to India and Hong Kong. Equivalent sums were laundered through Swiss banks to others in Liechten-
stein, Austria, Portugal, Argentina, Uruguay, and other South American countries. A 1946 report issued by the U.S. Treasury said that some of these funds had been used to purchase controlling interests in companies, including 200 in Switzerland, 150 in Portugal, 110 in Spain, 100 in Argentina, and 30 in Turkey.

A multi-tiered system of escape routes was set up. 1) A “spiderweb” of “underwater canals,” or escape routes, was set up heading via Switzerland to Italy or Spain and thence to final destinations in the Middle East, North Africa, and the Latin American Southern Cone. Over 100,000 Nazis and their wartime allies used this route to escape to Argentina alone. 2) The Sovereign Military Order of Malta, whose members included King Victor Emmanuel II of the House of Savoy, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini, Argentine dictator Juan Perón, and the brother of Reinhard Gehlen, gave special diplomatic passports to the monarchist supporters of the fascists. 3) Britain and the United States intervened to save leading Nazis as a nucleus around which to group other SS, Abwehr, and paramilitary specialists. Among these special cases were Gehlen, Skorzeny, Schacht, and the former head of SS foreign intelligence, Walter Schellenberg.

Sir William Stephenson, head of British Security Coordination in the United States, later admitted that he had been personally informed of the relocation plans a year in advance by Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, chief of the Abwehr, but instead of pursuing the Nazis to ground, Stephenson used the Gouzenko atomic spy case to redirect others in the intelligence community along Churchill’s “cold war” policy line. Nelson Rockefeller, wartime Coordinator for Inter-American Affairs, was ultimately fired by President Truman for his support for Perón and the Nazi-relocation in Argentina. John J. McCloy, former chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank and of the Rockefeller Foundation, personally intervened on behalf of Schacht, leading executives of firms like I.G. Farben, and high-ranking SS officers while serving as U.S. High Commissioner in Germany.

The Buckley inheritance

The Buckley family and certain of their friends in the East Side Conservative Club are among the inheritors of these Malmö International networks.

In 1976, the year when the last major activation of these Nazi networks occurred, a grid of the travels of William F. Buckley and Lt.-General Vernon Walters (now Haig’s personal briefer), placed these two in every major terrorist hotspot: Greece, where the same Paladin fascist networks involved in the assassination of CIA officer Richard Welch set out to destabilize the Karamanlis government immediately after their arrival; the Caribbean, where, as the Buckley-Walters visit occurred, Orlando Bosch’s Cuban terrorist group CORU bombed an Air Cubana flight, killing 77 passengers; Chile, where they met with officials of the Chilean junta and the DINA, its secret police arm; Spain, where Buckley used a meeting of Otto Hapsburg’s European Documentation Center (EDCI) as cover to meet with participants at an earlier Paris meeting of the World Anti-Communist League to give them final marching orders for a wave of assassinations and bombings that followed in Spain, France, and Italy by Nazi and anti-Nazi groups; and, the United States, where acquaintances of the Buckley family in the Movimiento Nacional Cubano, an affiliate of CORU and WACL, carried out the assassination of former Chilean Foreign Minister Orlando Letelier with backing from the DINA.

The Buckley family’s involvement in activities of the Malmö International was established through their father, William F. Buckley, Sr., who worked with Standard Oil, Royal Dutch Shell, and Morgan-Lamont interests to stage multiple countercoup attempts against the Mexican Revolution until he was thrown out of the country in 1921 as a “pernicious foreigner” and his oil holdings confiscated. Buckley next moved to Venezuela, where he gained control over two-thirds of the country’s oil deposits as a junior partner of Standard Oil. Buckley, Sr. personally trained Nelson Rockefeller who worked with him at Standard’s Venezuelan subsidiary, Creole Petroleum, to carry out a series of revolving-door coups that used networks of Buckley, Sr.’s close associates,
Argentine dictator Juan Perón and Spanish corporatist dictator Francisco Franco.

Creole Petroleum was later to provide cover for operations run by the Dulles brothers in the Caribbean, working hand-in-glove with the United Fruit Company to orchestrate the 1953 Arbenz coup in Guatemala and the 1963 Bay of Pigs invasion. Coudert Brothers, the law firm for the Buckleys’ estimated $110 million miniature oil empire, also had a fascist pedigree as the legal counsel to Vichy France. Sol M. Linowitz, a senior partner in the Coudert law firm, was also on the board of directors of United Brands (formerly United Fruit), in which Allen Dulles was a major stockholder at the time he was CIA Director.

William Buckley, Sr.’s children were brought directly under Dulles’ wing when three of them joined the CIA at the height of Allen Dulles’ cold-war deployment of the old Nazi networks as part of his “liberation rollback” policy in Eastern Europe and a string of coups d’état in the Middle East and Latin America. William F. Buckley worked directly under E. Howard Hunt, then CIA station chief in Mexico, helping to weave elements of the Malmö International into the U.S. intelligence establishment.

Other members of the family also played a role in the coordination of the Malmö International. In Spain, F. Reid Buckley served as liaison with the Franco regime, which had provided a base of operations for Skorzeny and other top Nazis. Others with whom F. Reid, a member of Franco’s Falange from his youth, was in contact included: Leon DeGrelle of the Belgian Rexist; Vichyite war criminals who helped found the OAS; and Ante Pavelic, the infamous butcher from the Nazis’ “Independent State of Croatia.”

L. Brent Bozell, a brother-in-law of the Buckley brothers, has plunged deeply into the pseudo-Catholic networks associated with the heretical Archbishop Lefebvre and the Sovereign Military Order of Malta that has been condemned by the last two Popes. Bozell formed Triumph magazine in Washington, D.C., and he even created his own red beret shocktroop, Sons of Thunder, which he led in street battles with U.S. police while chanting “Christo Rey” (“Christ the King”). In the summer of 1970 the Bozells organized the Christian Commonwealth Institute in El Escorial, Spain, which brainwashes Catholic youth in the formula that the Church must return to the Jesuitical doctrines laid down by the Council of Trent in 1563. “The new Christian tribe is forming here . . . preparing themselves to shape the modern world,” one Institute bulletin proclaims.

It is such heretical Catholic layers that dominate part of the East Side Conservative Club, through such members as Dr. Henry Paolucci, Timothy Mitchell of St. Michael’s Forum and Pro Ecclesia, and Tom Bolan, the Club’s chairman, who is also a member of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta. Through his membership in the Order, Bolan is not only part of the group that provided diplomatic immunity for many monarchist collaborators of the Nazis, but also directly connected to leading members of the Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge. Almost every intelligence and military chief ousted for their secret membership in the P-2 lodge were also members of the Order. Bolan was recently appointed to head the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, despite the fact that he was indicted on civil charges and his law partner and close friend Roy Cohn was indicted on criminal charges of bribery, conspiracy, and blackmail stemming from their involvement in the Fifth Avenue Coach Line scandal.

Cohn, another East Side Conservative Club leader, is linked to the Malmö International through his involvement with Permindex. In 1959, Cohn joined the board of directors of the Lionel Corporation along with mafioso Joseph Bonanno. Lionel became a founding stockholder in Permindex (Permanent Industrial Expositions). While on the board of directors of Lionel, Cohn brought in Gen. George Medaris, Jr., who had been fired by President Eisenhower for his activities on behalf of the “military-industrial complex,” as President of Lionel.

According to an unpublished report compiling information provided by both the U.S. and French intelligence agencies, Roy Cohn’s connections to the Kennedy murder go even deeper. Using a representative of Intercontinental Company of Garland, Texas, a subsidiary of Lionel, Cohn allegedly provided a Dallas-located agent to work with Permindex board member Ferenc Nagy, the former Hungarian premier, in preparing the assassination of the President. The unpublished report also places Cohn at fall 1963, meetings in Las Vegas which, it asserts, involved planning the assassination of Kennedy.

The Buckleys have other associations with the Permindex networks. George De Mohrenschildt, a White Russian leader associated with the NTS who was assassinated before he could testify on his role as a “controller” of Lee Harvey Oswald, maintained close ties with the family. De Mohrenschildt worked for Nelson Rockefeller, then Coordinator for Inter-American Affairs, during World War II; later, he joined the Buckleys’ Pantepec oil firm in Venezuela which was integrated into Standard Oil’s massive Caribbean intelligence operations.

When De Mohrenschildt left Pantepec, he developed several joint ventures with the Schlumberger Corporation, which is represented by the Buckleys’ law firm, Coudert Brothers. Schlumberger is not only a major part of the United Fruit/Creole Petroleum, private
intelligence operation that virtually ran the Bay of Pigs, but Jean de Menil was on the board of Permindex, and his wife is one of the most prominent international sponsors of the Muslim Brotherhood terrorists.

The World Anti-Communist League

One of the increasingly important affiliates of the Malmö International is the World Anti-Communist League, which has been described as an “alternate United Nations” drawing representatives from as many as 25 governments to its meetings. It maintains chapters in 89 countries today.

The WACL was formed at a 1967 meeting in Taipei which brought together the Asian Peoples Anti-Communist League (APACL), the “Caribbean Legion” which was used for numerous coups in that region, and similar fascist and paramilitary groups from around the world. APACL had been founded in the 1950s by de-nazified Class-A Japanese war criminals, including the godfather of the Japanese Mafia, Ryoichi Sasagawa; by Taiwan strongman Chiang Kai-shek; and by South Korean leader Synghman Ree. Part of the impetus came from the U.S. China Lobby, whose members included Tommy Corcoran and Robert Amory of the United Fruit law firm Corcoran, Foley, Youngman, & Rowe, and Claire Boothe Luce, who is also a leading member of the P-2-linked Citizens’ Alliance for Mediterranean Freedom.

The APACL itself, however, was an outgrowth of British SIS’s Moral Re-Armament movement (MRA), organized after World War I by Frank Buchman and the “Oxford Group,” with substantial backing from Robert Cecil, the senior peer of the most reactionary oligarchic faction in Britain. MRA’s goal was to forge a German-U.S.-Japanese-British axis against the Soviet Union, and it quickly recruited Deputy Reichsflührer Rudolf Hess and SS chief Heinrich Himmler to its ranks. Another outgrowth of MRA in Asia was Rever­end Moon’s Unification Church which hosted WACL’s 1970 meeting in Korea and which has been a regular affiliate of WACL ever since.

Roger Pearson, the chairman of WACL from 1976 to 78, epitomizes the British SIS control over this body. Pearson is an overt race scientist, who has been on the board of Policy Review, the publication of British SIS’s Heritage Foundation, and on the board of a similar publication of the American Security Council along with such figures as former CIA chief of counterintelligence James Jesus Angleton and Lady Hamilton, whose husband was the man Rudolf Hess sought to reach on his flight to recruit the British into direct support for the Nazis’ drive east.

The man said to be behind Pearson is Sir Robert Gayre of Gayre and Nigg (his full title), one of the more curious specimens of the British Secret Intelligence Service. Educated at the University of Edinburgh, Gayre was a member of the Allied Military Government of Italy (AMGOT) which set up the combination of black nobility, Mafia, and Sicilian separatists used later by Gelli’s Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge to carry out a wave of coup attempts and assassinations. Gayre has maintained his ties to the circles behind P-2 as a Grand Cross of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, member of the Royal Academy of Sicily, and president of the Sicilian Anthropological Society. He has held many posts that proclaim him one of the leading monarchists, geneologists, and eugenists, but among these posts the most curious was as aide-de-camp to Governor Jimmy Carter whose brother was later recruited by P-2.

Gayre is only one of several connections between WACL and P-2. Another leading U.S. member of WACL is Admiral Thomas Moorer, who was named in court testimony by financier Michele Sindona as part of a 1979 P-2 coup plot in Sicily that also involved Secretary of State Alexander Haig and former CIA Director Stansfield Turner. Moorer is also on the board of Western Goals International, whose European head, Dr. Karol Sitko, is an intimate friend of the P-2 linked Henry Kissinger and his controller, Fritz Kraemer.

The WACL joins many of the actual controllers of the Malmö International and affiliated fascist groups. Otto von Hapsburg reportedly played an important role in organizing WACL’s 1979 meeting in the old Nazi stronghold of Asunción, Paraguay. WACL’s 1980 meeting in Geneva, Switzerland was reportedly attended by associates of François Genoud, one of the top bankers for the Fascist International. The Buckley family has also been closely associated with WACL, through such members as Marvin Liebman, a former member of the Young Communist League, who became the chief fundraiser for the China Lobby before performing a similar role for the Buckley’s National Review and Young Americans for Freedom.

The WACL’s Latin American regional branch, the CAL based in Guadalajara, Mexico brings together such death squads as the Triple A and Mano Blanco, as well as such Cuban exile groups as Alfa-66 and the Movimiento Nacional Cubano whose leaders, Hector and Guillermo Novo Sampol, were convicted for the Letelier assassination. In addition to the P-2 controlled group Ordine Nouvo, WACL’s European branch (WCSE) joins together members of Hapsburg’s Pan-European Union (PEU) and of Euro-Droit, itself an amalgam of fascist groups ranging from the MSI of Giorgio Almirante to the Belgium National Front. These are a few of the combat units that are coordinated through this fascist “alternate United Nations.”